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 LEONARD BARKAN

 The Beholder's Tale:

 Ancient Sculpture,

 Renaissance Narratives

 WHEN ANCIENT SCULPTURAL OBJECTS began to reappear in great

 numbers during the later fifteenth century, especially in Rome, many of them

 furnished the pictures for a text of antiquity that was not altogether familiar to

 the moderns. If we consider the objects collected in the "Census of Ancient Works

 Known to Renaissance Artists," as the decades-old project from the Warburg

 Institute is known, or if we look at the useful excerpt from that work done by

 Phyllis Bober and Ruth Rubinstein, we will, to be sure, discover a number of

 works illustrating tales that would have been immediately recognizable to

 fifteenth-century viewers.' Many of these are reliefs or sarcophagi, which include

 multiple characters and thus enable viewers to determine the story by the figures'

 interrelations. When the image happens to involve a woman and a swan or a boy

 falling from a horse-drawn chariot, when there is a massive pitched battle in
 which some of the combatants are identifiable as women or (alternatively) as cen-

 taurs, texts concerning Leda or Phaethon or Amazons or Lapiths might well have

 sprung to literate minds. Other relief sculptures will have been identifiable by
 reference to the legendary and historical texts surrounding the ancient stories of

 Rome itself-not only Virgil and Livy but also the visual texts offered by the

 remaining fragments of triumphal architecture in the city. A yet smaller propor-

 tion of free-standing statues (always the most arresting and most highly valorized

 of these objects) came with iconographical attributes that rendered them unmis-
 takable: one thinks, for instance, of various Herculeses and Bacchuses.

 At least an equivalent number of the rediscovered objects offered no such

 clarity, however. Even among richly articulated narrative reliefs, many have sub-

 jects unknown to the library of ancient literature such as was available in 1500.
 An influential relief from the Maffei collection, for instance, which includes a

 figure in bed and a procession of varied individuals approaching him (who is
 often made into a her in Renaissance versions), is now believed to depict the visit

 of Dionysus to the dramatist Icarius, but this is known only from the Dionysiaca
 of Nonnos, not widely diffused in the Renaissance.2 Other works, like the
 immensely influential Bed of Polyclitus, may or may not be related to familiar lit-

 erature (both Apuleius and Virgil have been proposed), but neither in the Renais-
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 sance nor in our own time has anyone been able to make a positive identification.3

 Among the more monumental free-standing statues uncertainties are even

 greater. Works that had been known from earlier centuries were particularly sub-

 ject to varying identifications. It is well known that it took centuries for the eques-

 trian figure of the Capitol to be named correctly as Marcus Aurelius. It is less well

 known that the delicate, almost epicene Thorn Puller had once been understood

 as a representation of Priapus or that the figures we call the Dioscuri or the Horse

 Tamers had been subject to centuries of odd speculation and that during the time

 when they still included the inscriptions "Opus Fidiae" and "Opus Praxitelis" they

 were imagined to be two philosophers who bore those names.4 Nor are these wild

 guesses merely medieval. The so-called Arrotino (or Scythian Slave or Man Sharp-

 ening a Knife), whom we take to be the flayer of Marsyas, was not associated with

 that tale until the later seventeenth century, even though the Marsyas story was

 well known at this time in both its verbal and its visual forms.5 What the Renais-

 sance could apparently not imagine was that feature of the Hellenistic aesthetic

 according to which a minor player or genre figure could be assigned such heroic

 prominence as this statue evidently exhibits;6 viewers therefore sought (and, on

 the whole, failed to find) heroic moments in Roman history that might fit the

 activity and physiognomy of this crouching figure.

 All of which omits the most obvious and most telling reason why it was diffi-

 cult to identify the individuals who were represented in ancient sculpture: most

 of these works were mutilated and fragmentary when they resurfaced in the fif-

 teenth and sixteenth centuries and were therefore missing the parts that could

 identify them. To take the most famous example of all: the Torso Belvedere. A bit

 of animal skin identified the figure (probably incorrectly) as Hercules, but Renais-

 sance viewers seem to have been sufficiently conscious of their own uncertainty

 to refer to this work more often as "Torso" than as "Hercules."7 Among sculptural

 fragments gender was particularly up for grabs: a monumental pair of seated

 knees generally understood to be Jupiter Enthroned was completed in a drawing

 by Amico Aspertini as a woman with a mirror, while a porphyry statue of another

 seated figure missing only some extremities was universally understood as female

 in the Renaissance but came to be fixed as Apollo in the eighteenth century with

 the addition of a marble laurel crown in case there were any doubts.8 And even

 works of art in near perfect states of preservation like the Apollo Belvedere-

 missing only parts of his forearms-could generate considerable uncertainty. For

 if one did not know what he was holding in his hands, it was all very well that he

 was obviously Apollo, but what was Apollo doing?9

 In observing the rediscovery and reinterpretation of ancient sculpture, then,

 we are considering an important cultural event that centers on the viewing of

 representational works of art whose representations were often impossible to

 identify with any precision. We may need to be reminded just how strange this is.

 To be sure, there are-and have always been-other things to ask about a work
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 of art than merely the names or stories of the individuals depicted in it. What is
 it made out of? Who made it? Who paid for it?-these questions have been rela-
 tively constant between the time of Pliny and the time of E. H. Gombrich, to which
 we might add a less easily framed question concerning the work's aesthetic quality,

 in both the evaluative and nonevaluative senses of the term. Whole critical meth-

 odologies have been based on the varying priorities assigned to these questions.
 But wherever one places oneself along this continuum, it is difficult not to assign

 a high place to the matter of name and narrative.

 Before attempting to justify that priority, it will be well to ask what is the

 matter of name and narrative. Throughout the densely populated territory of
 the "sister arts"-that is, the theorizing of relations between words and images or
 between poetry and painting-perhaps no area has been covered so fully as that

 which interrogates the possibilities of the visual medium in telling verbal stories.

 In the literature both of and about ekphrasis from Philostratus to Murray

 Krieger, in the work of speculative aestheticians from Lessing to Nelson
 Goodman, it is remarkable to observe the number of changes that can be rung

 on a single point: verbal narrative takes place in the fullness of time, while visual
 narrative must be represented in unitary instants.'0 The proposition is true

 enough to let pass-if only because it has inspired much theoretical thinking
 about words, pictures, and narrative theory-so long as one is conscious of just
 how logocentric a formulation it is. If the norm of narrative is the logical sequence
 of events in time, then it becomes a fictive representation of individual experience
 recounted from a position of full knowledge. In that case, visual narrative must

 always be an artificial or truncated form of the real thing, and the study of nar-
 rative works of art will always be skewed toward those forms which most resemble
 stories in words. But if the model for narrative were not my telling my own story

 but rather my perception of your story-my vision of you at some individual

 moment in your story along with my own efforts to make sense of that moment-

 then visual narrative, with its lack of firm sequence and causality would become

 something much more like the norm.1
 I raise these alternative possibilities as a way of bringing to the fore a differ-

 ence between verbal and visual narrative that may lie hidden under all the argu-
 ments about temporality. Visual narrative always involves decipherment. Not that
 verbal narrative doesn't: Seymour Chatman has written interestingly on this

 point, though declaring it to be "a low-level kind of interpretation." And when
 narratologists speak of this kind of decipherment, as in Gerald Prince's "The
 water boiled then World War II started" or "John rode off into the sunset then

 Mary became a millionaire," they generally deny the title of proper "narrativity"
 to what is in effect a deliberate withholding of information, a verbal imitation of

 precisely that absence of syntactical connectives which is characteristic of

 images.'2 Despite all the careful taxonomies that distinguish among visual nar-
 ratives in multiple panels, in prolepsis, in individual pregnant moments, or even
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 those which are scarcely stories at all but rather single actions or simple identifi-

 cations, all representational images invite or even demand this narrative deci-
 pherment. 13 (Perhaps nonrepresentational images do as well, and long before the

 days of the Abstract Expressionists, as witness Hamlet's discussion with Polonius

 about the clouds.) And whether a visually represented tale appears in as many

 panels as Giotto's Arena Chapel or consists of a single frame with a single figure,

 each image is itself one of those pregnant moments that Lessing identified as

 paradigmatic of visual narrative for-among other things-the close involve-

 ment of the beholder's imagination.'4

 It is not, however, my ambition to make a case about all visual narrative so

 much as to declare for the importance of decipherment as a fundamental her-

 meneutic activity in regard to Renaissance visual culture-indeed, as a primary

 narrative in itself. When Gregory the Great near the beginning of the Middle

 Ages makes his famous anti-iconoclastic formulation-"For a picture is displayed

 in churches on this account, in order that those who do not know letters may at

 least read by seeing on the walls what they are unable to read in books"'5 -he

 appears to be untroubled by the difficulties involved in reading the walls or in

 making precise equations between the visual material and that which the literate

 may read. Perhaps he is unwilling to consider any space for ambiguity in the

 Christian story, whatever its medium of transmission. A thousand years later,

 however, when Alberti attempts to create a new humanistic visual culture out of

 classical materials, his quintessential pictorial medium is the historia-both history

 and narration-and the central activity which the viewer engages in and which

 the artist is urged to inspire is that of decipherment:

 I like there to be someone in the "historia" who tells the spectators what is going on, and
 either beckons them with his hand to look, or with ferocious expression and forbidding
 glance challenges them not to come near, as if he wished their business to be secret, or
 points to some danger or remarkable thing in the picture, or by his gestures invites you to
 laugh or weep with them. Everything the people in the painting do among themselves, or
 perform in relation to the spectators, must fit together to represent and explain the
 "historia. "16

 Note that Alberti's hermeneutic model for the visual narrative is one that both

 facilitates and obstructs decipherment. In decoding a narrative picture, as in

 other realms, no pain, no gain.

 The historical context for Alberti's new Renaissance model of viewer inter-

 pretation has been masterfully traced by Michael Baxandall to the practices of

 rhetoric that early humanists glean from their classical studies.'7 I would only

 add that Alberti, unlike most of the earlier humanists practicing rhetorical
 picture-readings, designs the sample of visual narratives as consisting almost

 exclusively of stories from antiquity: among dozens of classical references only
 Giotto's Navicella comes from the modern Christian tradition. The classical

 sample and the emphasis on decipherment are closely related. There is a simple
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 FIGURE 1. Ancient sculpture, Sleeping Ariadne.
 Vatican Museums, Rome. Photo: Alinari/Art
 Resource, New York.

 sense in which pagan materials, free of doctrinal absolutes, offer greater latitude

 for the activity of decoding. More important, I think, is the fact that Alberti grows

 up in a humanistic tradition which sees the antique as the historical Other.

 Ancient stories, particularly (but not only) when rendered in visual form, require

 decipherment because their language is different; and that difference defines the

 dimensions of history. But, as I have already suggested, pictures from whatever

 tradition require decipherment by their very nature as pictures. The interpretive

 operation that Alberti promotes, in other words, is both rhetorical and historical,

 or both synchronic and diachronic. The rhetorical or ekphrastic tradition, which

 predates the experience of seeing large numbers of classical art works, comes to

 be validated by the new Renaissance sense of history, while the necessary practice

 of deciphering classical images in turn helps to define the activity of decipher-

 ment as central to all visual experience, even where the material is well known

 and doctrinally fixed.

 Alberti, a non-Roman writing in the 1430s, forms part of a generation of

 artist-humanists (including Donatello, Brunelleschi, and Ghiberti) whose actual

 experience of ancient art objects is rather limited. But it is precisely the scarcity

 of such objects and their consequent desirability that makes it possible for these

 individuals to establish the theories by which ancient art will be assimilated into

 modern aesthetic experience during the High Renaissance. The rediscovery of
 ancient sculpture in quantity, which is fully under way only some fifty years after
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 De Pictura, is, at least in regard to the definition and decipherment of narrative,

 an experience for which Alberti had written the script. When viewers of ancient

 statues are attempting to master the works that are being unearthed in 1500, they

 are wrestling with both the rhetorical and the historical difficulties of naming the

 names of individuals who are represented and of deciphering their stories. In the

 process, they are inventing or reinventing both antiquity and narrative. They are

 discovering (or making up) new classical narratives and interrelating them; they

 are also composing the narrative of their own experience of beholding. What

 follows here is (I hope) a particularly rich example of this process.

 The massive reclining female figure in the Vatican collections which is the

 subject of the present essay (fig. 1) is first recorded near the beginning of the

 sixteenth century in the extensive collection of the Maffei family in Rome. It was

 acquired in 1512 by Julius II for the Belvedere courtyard, where it was given an
 elaborately designed fountain setting and where its neighbors included the

 Laocoon and the Apollo Belvedere. The statue was neither so full of unidentifiable

 details as the Icarius relief, nor so fragmentary as the Torso Belvedere, nor engaged

 in some task that suggests it does not belong in the known world of heroic nar-

 rative, like the Arrotino. But for all that, its identification was far from obvious. In

 the history of this work from 1512 until now, three principal captions, or narra-

 tive ascriptions, hover around it. Its official Renaissance name, from the first we

 ever hear of it, is "Cleopatra." She is called Cleopatra because a snake is repre-

 sented on her upper arm; judging from the early descriptions, that is the primary

 means of identification, but some viewers take the next logical step and decide

 from her body position and closed eyes that she is in the process of dying from

 the snake bite.'8

 The second Renaissance caption is, if possible, an even less direct response to

 the denotative clues of the statue itself. From at least the late fifteenth century

 onward, a widely circulated report described a (presumably imaginary) statue of

 a sleeping nymph which was the centerpiece of a beautiful fountain somewhere

 on the banks of the Danube; it quoted a supposedly classical inscription referring

 to the sleep and the fountain.'9 This tradition-including other sculpted
 reclining female figures, similar inscriptions, and fountains-became a popular

 element in Renaissance garden design from this moment onward.20 Since the

 inscription was repeated by humanists close to the papal court and since the Vat-

 ican statue was installed into a fountain setting there, we can be certain that the

 caption of "Sleeping Nymph" is as much a part of its Renaissance history as is the

 more directly cited caption of "Cleopatra."

 Historians of ancient art in our own time do not call this statue "Cleopatra"

 or "Sleeping Nymph" any more. At the end of the eighteenth century, parallels

 were observed between the position of this figure and that of Ariadne abandoned

 by Theseus and/or discovered by Bacchus as she appears on a number of sarco-

 phagi where the other details leave no room for doubt as to the story being nar-
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 rated.2' Some of these sarcophagi, as it happens, were known, reproduced, and

 accurately identified in the Renaissance, but they do not seem to have led anyone

 to associate the Vatican statue explicitly with their subject matter.22 Here, then,

 the third "identity," "Ariadne," generally understood nowadays as the thing sig-

 nified by the person or persons who made the original work.

 The very multiplicity of these names ought to suggest the difficulty of naming

 the figure. In case it is necessary to make the point, the iconology of the statue

 does not conform very fully to the narrative of Cleopatra's death, which was quite

 well known in 1512.23 Unless the Renaissance had information that Egyptian asps

 were flatter than other known members of the reptile family, they were not fol-

 lowing their own sense of natural history when they read the object on her upper

 arm as the famous death-dealing snake. And it may be reasonable to suppose that

 at least some sixteenth-century viewers were familiar with Greek and Roman jew-

 elry that resembled this sculptural detail more closely than any living snake did.

 Then there is the fact that the snake-bracelet covers-what shall one say?-one

 five-hundredth of the statue's opulent surface area and is the only thing that ties

 her to Cleopatra in any way. Too, the bracelet is hidden in shadow, barely emerges

 in three dimensions, and requires to be considerably highlighted when artists

 produce drawings of this work in the understanding that she is Cleopatra.24

 As scholars of a more scientific bent, we might be expected to resist the temp-

 tation to make a whole identification out of a tiny ornament. Rather than fixing

 on an external verbal narrative (faintly) reflected in the art object, we consider

 the history of art objects themselves, a history whose data have greatly expanded

 since 1512. Yet we tie this history together by means of a small and ambiguous

 sculptural gesture. We call her Ariadne because she has her arm around her head

 and because in a sizeable number of ancient sarcophagi Ariadne sleeps in that

 position. Indeed the gesture does appear to be an icon for sleep, but is it an icon

 for Ariadne? On another set of sarcophagi (some of which were known in the

 Renaissance), the same gesture belongs to Rhea Silvia, who is sleeping while she

 is approached by Mars, on his way to impregnating her with Romulus and Remus.

 And on yet another series, the gesture belongs to Endymion, who is sleeping

 when Selene falls in love with him.25 In other words, all we have really proved-

 and it is not nugatory-is that the figure is probably sleeping rather than dead

 and probably to be construed in some erotic sense. These discoveries, of course,

 were as manifest to Renaissance intuition as to twentieth-century iconographic

 science.

 Before turning to the "Sleeping Nymph," which is a caption of a different

 kind, I want to say a little about what is in it for those who make and believe in

 these identifications on such shaky grounds. Concerning "Cleopatra," the answer

 is quite simple. Considerable documentation, principally from poets and human-

 ists of the courts of Julius II and Leo X, testifies to the constructing of imperial

 propaganda around this statue, the possession of which by the popes is parallel
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 to the relations of either Julius Caesar or Octavius Caesar to the original Cleo-

 patra. There is much to be said about this aspect of the statue's reception, to which

 we shall return; for the moment suffice it to note that "Cleopatra" was an attrac-

 tive identification because it could be turned into immediate political significance

 in a way that, say, "Ariadne" or "Reclining Female Figure" could not. And what-

 ever the cause of the identification as Cleopatra, the effect is certainly that the statue

 becomes instrumental in establishing the papal revival and protection of antiquity

 as a sign of Roman continuity, from the first imperial Julius to Julius the second,

 or between their respective great successors, Augustus and Leo X.

 If "Cleopatra" is the consequence of a sixteenth-century ulterior motive, what

 of "Ariadne" in our time? I quote from a volume for which I have the highest

 respect and without which my own work would be much impoverished:

 Ariadne lies in uneasy slumber on a rocky support.... The sculptor has managed to cap-

 ture both the pathos of her situation, exhausted and abandoned by Theseus on the island
 of Naxos, and the salvation that awaits her, awakening to the epiphany of Bacchus (Dio-
 nysus), who will take her as his bride. Although a thin under-chiton, girdled high beneath
 the breasts, sensuously unveils her left breast and part of her abdomen, it seems by its
 tattered quality to testify to the rigours of the sea-passage from Crete.... The majestic
 thighs and legs, calmly disposed and wrapped in grandiose folds that recall sculptures in
 the Parthenon pediments, seem to speak of the divine honours to come.26

 This is not political but intellectual propaganda. Uncontroversial pieces of literal

 description combined with undeniable expertise in regard to classical narratives

 and other ancient art objects become the bases for a set of iconological claims-

 i.e., that a complete historical narrative can be read (at least by an expert) in a

 voiceless and, in this case, rather unrevealing image.

 Though the implicit assertion of scientific authority may be uniquely modern,

 the style of reading goes back very far indeed. As I have already suggested, the

 decoding activity known as ekphrasis-rendering an image in words-became in

 late antiquity central exercises of rhetoric, both in the sense of figura and in the

 sense of persuasion.27 When these rhetorical devices are transferred from the

 study of language to the study of art history, as ekphrasis has been from Pliny's

 time (at least) to our own, it is all too easy to forget their rhetoricity and to ascribe

 to them factual authority. In truth, the rendering of this figure's verbal content

 is highly conjectural. The slumber doesn't look so uneasy to me, nor the garment

 so tattered; and granting that the limbs are wrapped "in grandiose folds" and that

 they resemble figures on Parthenon friezes proves very little about their psycho-

 logical condition or their fictional future. The "majestic thighs and legs," if they

 speak at all, only speak "of divine honours to come" to those who have forgotten

 how long this statue existed before (or after) it was christened Ariadne.28

 There is, to be sure, nothing misguided or quixotic about the quest of modern

 art historians to recover a name for this sleeping individual which the Hellenistic

 artist and viewer alike might have agreed upon-so long as they bear in mind
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 that a rhetorical gap separated the object even from its contemporary viewer and
 that both rhetorical and historical gaps separate it from any later viewer. When
 we fail to place these contingencies at the center of our account, we are not taking
 crucial factors into account. Some of these speak to the particulars of the Renais-
 sance, that is, the evolving and uncertain nature of information about antiquity.
 Some speak to larger historical considerations, which include differences in the

 conventions of verbal and visual narrative. And some have no cultural limits at

 all: they are concerned rather with the waywardness of the human gaze.
 Let us begin to reacquaint ourselves with these rhetorical and historical gaps

 by means of the other caption for this statue, which I have not yet derided. In its

 way it is improbable enough, the art-historical equivalent of Prester John or men
 whose heads do grow beneath their shoulders. It finds its origin in a report that

 dates from the 1480s:

 On the banks of the Danube there is sculpted a sleeping nymph at a beautiful fountain.
 Under the figure is this epigram:

 Nymph of the grot, these sacred Springs I keep,

 And to the Murmur of these Waters sleep;

 Ah spare my Slumbers, gently tread the Cave!

 And drink in silence, or in silence lave!29

 The antiquity of the inscription-which is the point of the report, since it appears
 in a manuscript offering newly discovered ancient epigraphy-is dubious, though

 some have attempted to trace it to the eastward travels of Cyriacus of Ancona,
 himself no infallible guarantor of authenticity. The statue is surely at least as

 inauthenticable as the inscription; and even if someone once saw it, none of those
 in Western Europe who recreated it ever claimed to have seen it.30

 The identification of the Vatican statue with this reported fountain-sculpture

 is clearly different in kind from such titles as "Cleopatra" or "Ariadne." "Sleeping
 Nymph" is not a story in itself, though some viewers then and now have sought
 to impose on the work particular tales in the course of which nymphs (Ariadne
 among them) go to sleep. The enormous diffusion of this Danube statue-sighting,
 including the requotation of the inscription, the repeated drawing and painting
 of reclining female figures at fountains with and without the inscription, and
 the use of the words and the image in actual landscape design, testify to the

 deep satisfactions produced by this particular representation of ancient culture.3'
 The topos alluded to here, so widely known in the Renaissance, is clearly the
 locus amoenus, which, in its many appearances in classical literature, is often nar-
 ratized by the fact of its destruction through some immoral or tragic action.32
 Thus the proverbial milieu of the sleeping nymph becomes a sacred garden

 materially lost in the mists of time and geography but captured in words which
 themselves can guide the reconstruction of present-day paradisiacal gardens
 with their own verbal inscriptions, which in turn generate more material con-
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 structions, and so on. So the temporality of an ancient myth-whichever ancient

 myth-is rendered in part transhistorical. In re-imagining and reconstructing

 the locus amoenus, the Renaissance takes it out of the past and is empowered to

 design a sixteenth-century paradise now. After all, Julius's Belvedere itself is

 only the most famous of the collections of ancient sculpture which are conceived

 simultaneously as timeless pleasure gardens and as authentic recreations of a

 particular ancient villa.33

 Which brings us back to the Vatican statue. The report from the Danube did

 not come with pictures; the Vatican statue was not discovered in the company of

 a fountain or an inscription. But an elective affinity brings them together, making

 the sometime Cleopatra into the principal model for the realization of the locus

 amoenus, as well as for the various narratives of sleeping nymphs.34 Other works,

 to be sure, play some part in this history of imagining. Another sleeping figure

 (fig. 2), which may have been known as early as the fifteenth century and which
 formed part of the Galli collection when Martin van Heemskerck did his drawings

 in the 1530s, has a much greater claim on being a fountain nymph since she has

 a jug in horizontal position under her left arm;35 but she is not so widely known

 as the Belvedere statue. This we could ascribe to her less prominent place of

 display, but we must remember that the place of display is not random: theoret-

 ically, at least, Julius could as easily have bought this statue from the Galli as he

 bought the other one from the Maffei. But few would deny that the Maffei statue,

 with its greater articulation and intricacy, makes more demands on the viewer

 and provides a more complex set of potential verbalizations-including, notably,

 the ability to "speak" the proposed Danubian inscription.36

 But the Vatican statue and the nymph of the fountain are not related merely

 by collateral similarity and Zeitgeist. Almost immediately upon its arrival at the

 FIGURE 2 Sleepng Nymph Vatican Museums, Rome.
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 FIGURE 3. Installation of - \
 Cleopatra/Ariadne in 4 I,

 Belvedere Courtyard. Francisco
 de Hollanda, Sketchbook, fol. 8v.

 Belvedere the statue was installed as a fountain. The verbal evidence of 1512 and

 the visual evidence from the late 1530s (fig. 3) presumably refer to the same

 installation, in which the statue sits in front of a moist grotto and is surrounded

 by jets of water that flow into a sarcophagus placed beneath. Clearly the terms

 of the Danube report relating nymph and water were realized in an especially

 unmediated way. The literary observer, Giovanni Francesco Pico della Mirandola,

 like his more famous uncle a Savonarolan, found himself interrupted in the

 serious pursuit of active public business with Pope Julius ("causa negotiorum et

 vel pacem vel arma tractandi") and was instead forced into a paganizing contem-

 plative life among the statues of the Belvedere garden, which acted as a sort of

 antechamber. The experience led him to compose a moralistic satire entitled De

 Venere et Cupidine expellendis (inspired especially by the Venus Felix) which, along

 with an accompanying letter to L. G. Giraldi, demonstrates that Pico is an accom-

 plished classical scholar and poet despite his ardent fundamentalism.

 Of the fountain-statue Pico says,

 And in another corner one can see the image of Cleopatra bitten by the asp. A fountain

 trickles down almost [quasi] from her very breasts in the manner of the ancient aqueducts;

 it is then caught in an antique marble sarcophagus on which some [quaepiam] of the deeds

 of the Emperor Trajan are depicted.38

 In the Hollanda drawing the water is definitely not flowing from the statue's

 breasts; nor is it at all clear that the sarcophagus in question (which is still in the
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 Vatican collection, though not currently part of this installation) depicts Trajan.

 To be sure, the quasi and quaepiam make it apparent that Pico is a bit anxious about

 these assertions. But he offers no such distancing devices when he makes the

 more curious claim that the flow of the water resembles ancient aqueducts. Most

 likely the analogy is to the fountains associated with the Emperor Agrippa's

 plumbing projects, but why should this particular fountain make Pico think of

 them?39 What I think Pico is recognizing in his highly disapproving way is the

 great distance that separates the ancient Rome of high imperial deeds and engi-

 neering miracles-the world of negotium that the popes had been appropriating

 at least from the time of Sixtus IV40-from the new reconstructed ancient Rome

 of otium as epitomized in the Belvedere garden and in a statue of Cleopatra, once

 a spoil of imperial war but now a pornographic fountain whose trickle of water

 mocks the antique aqueducts.

 Pico may not have been familiar with the Danube inscription that helped to

 authorize the rendering of this statue as a fountain nymph. For that reason he

 offers all the more powerful a witness to the transvaluation that is taking place.

 Even if Cleopatra and Roman propaganda are not forgotten, and even if the

 Danubian inscription is not included in the monument, the statue has definitely

 been assimilated into the world of paganized nature, as is abundantly clear from

 the elaborate illusionistic details of landscape in the Hollanda drawing. The illu-

 sion that the Belvedere garden seeks to create is that it can stop time-a prospect

 all too obvious to Pico, who is sentenced to use it as a waiting room-and it there-

 fore depends on a different kind of narrative time, even though it is also a place

 where the pope propagandizes his mastery over historical time.

 These conflicts in temporality are rooted in conflicts over different narratives

 and different kinds of narrative. Too many possible captions, such as in the case

 of this statue, turn out to be something like too few captions, as in the case of the

 Torso Belvedere. They destabilize a fixed link between the sign and the thing sig-

 nified; that is, between the sculpture and its cognitive referent. (One of the words

 for "statue" in Latin is, after all, signum.)4' And they produce a contagion among
 quite separate narratives that happen to converge in the enigmatic space of the

 signum/statue. That statue, particularly when it represents the human form,

 begins to take on the ambiguities not merely of artistic objects but of living per-

 sons. In an effort both to make these works live and to fix a particular narrative

 as authentic, Renaissance viewers respond poetically not so much by describing

 the works in their own voices as by giving the objects voices of their own. That is,

 not so much the trope of ekphrasis as that of prosopopoeia, which has been

 defined as

 the fiction of an apostrophe to an absent, deceased, or voiceless entity, which posits the
 possibility of the latter's reply and confers upon it the power of speech. Voice assumes
 mouth, eye, and finally face, a chain that is manifest in the etymology of the trope's name,
 prosopon poien, to confer a mask or a face (prosopon).42
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 Paul de Man traces this definition back from Wordsworth's Essays upon Epi-

 taphs, which he sees as problematizing the question of how the poet lives from

 beyond the grave, or how a poet's name "is made as intelligible and memorable

 as a face." The material of the trope, in Wordsworth and in the important pre-

 cursor of Milton's early poem "On Shakespeare," is the stone of the tomb upon

 which an epitaph is written. Milton, composing his sonnet for the Second Folio

 of Shakespeare's plays, had discounted the value of the marble monument ("weak

 witness of thy name"), while Wordsworth-to follow de Man's argument-rhe-

 torically reanimates the stone even while he argues against the efficacy of such

 tropes.

 De Man focuses Wordsworth's real anxiety upon an issue addressed in lines

 that the poet leaves out of his Milton quotation: "Then thou, our fancy of itself

 bereaving, / Dost make us marble with too much conceiving"; namely, that if the

 inanimate are permitted to speak, then, symmetrically, the living must be turned

 to stone. Milton's source for that image, which de Man leaves out, is Shakespeare's

 own fiction-the reanimation of the statue/Hermione, of which her formerly

 hard-hearted husband says, "Does not the stone rebuke me / For being more stone

 than it?"43 This climactic moment of The Winters Tale may serve to remind us just

 how logocentric is the traditional rhetorical account (de Man included) of pro-

 sopopoeia. Milton and Wordsworth invent a shadowy other in the medium of

 stone; they speak to it; and it answers back courtesy of their own voices. Shake-

 speare also manages to write all the parts, but his stony Other is the suppressed

 female who is very real both as statue and as person and who has the final word

 in the narrative, if not in the play. Renaissance culture at the beginning of the

 sixteenth century was just discovering a world of stony figures not invented by

 poets and not even by sculptors within their own Christian tradition. These fig-

 ures already had mouth, eye, and face, while the voices that emanated from them,

 even if fictional and created by writers rather than stonemasons, may well have

 seemed not merely responses made possible by a living person's apostrophe but

 rather initiations of a historical-and transhistorical-dialogue.

 To return to the case in question, Evangelista Maddaleni Capodiferro, a

 humanist at the court of Julius II, composed a number of verses in response to

 the Vatican statue.44 All are speeches by the statue-figure herself, rather than

 descriptions of the work or of the viewer's response to the work. But the alter-

 native captions do not produce alternative voices. The identity of Sleeping

 Nymph-whose very attribution is intrinsically as well as historically prosopo-

 poeic-gives the Egyptian queen a voice, which is, significantly, that of Cleopatra-

 at-a-fountain. There is certainly a historical and political narrative in these verses:

 the first Julius subjugated Egypt while Augustus defeated Cleopatra; now Julius

 the second ("solum annis . .. Secundus") has placed her as the defeated guardian

 of his fountain. But there are other matters quite separable from this story, for

 instance:
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 Quantum me, vivam, Caesar mundi arbiter, arsit

 Marmoream tantum lulius alter amat.

 [As much as Caesar, ruler of the world, burned for me when I was alive,

 so much the other Julius loves me in marble.]

 The passionate desire (ardere) of the first Julius for the living Cleopatra is com-

 pared with-or transformed into-the aesthetic love (amare) that the second

 Julius derives from his art collection.

 Referring more directly to the Danubian inscription, a hypothetical (mascu-

 line) intruder is told to drink and wash in silence and not to disturb the queen's

 sleep; but with the historical narrative comes a reason why she so badly needs

 sleep-that is, to suffer through the great sorrow of her fall and loss:

 Accedas et abi tacitusque lavere bibasque

 Infaelix somno dum Cleopatra fruor

 lulius invicta nulli pietate secundus

 Quam duxit statuit me bene propter aquam

 Nam veluti fluit ista fluunt mortalia regna.

 [Approach and depart, drink and wash in silence, while I, wretched
 Cleopatra, take pleasure in sleep. Julius the Second placed me here,
 though unconquered by any sense of duty, up against the fountain; for
 just as the water flows, so flow mortal realms.]

 The queen herself tends not to be dying from the venomous snake-bracelet but

 sleeping, like the Danubian nymph, and similarly demanding something of the

 viewers-not only that they be silent but also that they take part in her own his-

 torical meditation, itself ambiguously poised between the conflated imperial/

 papal triumph and the misery of her defeat. The nymph's undisturbed sleep

 becomes a figure for the long time span between Juliuses, which not only sepa-

 rates ancient and modern Rome but also distinguishes one set of desires (both

 libidinous and imperial) requiring a living, subservient Cleopatra from another

 set (aesthetic) that are satisfied with-or even prefer-a Cleopatra in marble.

 What is being added to the history of the Egyptian queen is not a new episode in

 which the dying Cleopatra escapes with snake from her palace into a Danubian

 wilderness but instead an enforced meditation on what the queen feels about her

 own tragic life and an inscribed set of responses for the viewer.

 But if these prosopopoeic voices constitute a historical and personal dialogue,

 it is nevertheless also true, as de Man suggests, that they arise from and reveal the

 poet-viewer's fear of being silenced. Alberti, it will be recalled, had offered as one

 of the possible "explanatory" effects in a historia the figure who "with ferocious

 expression and forbidding glance challenges [the viewers] not to come near, as if

 he wished their business to be secret."45 One of the ways in which the image

 unfolds itself, in other words, is to challenge or exclude the viewer's involvement.

 So that force of de-animation which de Man diagnoses as the poet's latent fear
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 may be more like the natural condition of those who observe powerful but enig-

 matic visual representations. This is essentially the burden of the prosopopoeic

 Sleeping Nymph inscription, which I quote once again:

 Huius nymphae loci, sacri custodia fontis,

 Dormio, dum blandae sentio murmur aquae.

 Parce meum, quisquis tangis cava marmora, somnum

 Rumpere. Sive bibas sive lavere tace.

 [Nymph of this place, custodian of the sacred fountain, I sleep while I
 hear the murmuring of the smooth-sounding water. Spare me, whoever

 touches upon this marble cave, do not interrupt my sleep. Whether you

 drink or wash, be silent.]

 It is a speech that cancels speech, thereby introducing a maze of linguistic para-

 doxes. An object which is inanimate but for a representational illusion "speaks,"

 only to establish that it is in a condition (i.e., sleep) which forbids speech. In the

 process it demands silence of the observer, who, unlike the statue, is both awake

 and animate and therefore quite capable of speech. While the statue identifies

 itself as possessing a consciousness, it reveals little of itself-only that it could

 reveal something if it chose. What the inscription inscribes is the observer; that

 is, it turns the statue into a work which knows it is being watched and defines the

 terms for the watching. According to these terms, the observer, intruding on

 sacred ground, becomes a hostile and even destructive force. That is in itself no

 surprise within a locus amoenus, whose very definition depends on a contrast

 between timelessness, equivalent to the immobility of the statue, and threats from

 the external world of action, equivalent to the observer. The imaginary Danube

 setting and its realization in the Belvedere implicitly criticize the teleological

 world of time and history, represented (presumably) by the wayfarer/addressee

 of the inscription who is basically told to wash up, drink up, shut up, and leave.

 So, to the extent that sixteenth-century viewers see the statue as "Sleeping

 Nymph"-and this is much abetted by staging it as a fountain in a garden-they
 are creating their own narrative experience in a perpetually present temporality

 that is independent and critical of history and even of language. To the extent

 that they see it as Cleopatra-abetted by much verbal and visual propaganda-

 they are entering a world of both stories and histories, which tie the observers

 directly to the Roman empire.46

 This is more than a struggle between aesthetic timelessness and the linearity

 of public history. The inscription defines itself and the work as a paradigm of the

 artistic experience. The caption that tells viewers to be silent is bound to make

 them aware of what it is that they would say if they were permitted to speak. It

 forces them into a dynamic relation with the work even as it seems to disallow

 such a relation and to declare that the work is sufficient unto itself. But this is, in

 a sense, a description in reverse. Despite the authority of the Danube report, the
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 conjunction of these lines with this statue (or a statue of this type) is not a historical

 donnee but a result of the theory and practice of artistic observation within the

 classicizing coteries of the early sixteenth century. The statue, in other words,

 generates the power of the inscription as much as the inscription generates the

 power of the statue.

 To begin with, she is sleeping. In a famous article of a quarter-century ago,

 Millard Meiss carved out a visual topos to which he gave the enchanting title

 "Sleep in Venice."47 He perceived the family resemblances among a large variety

 of reclining figures in fifteenth- and sixteenth-century art. For him the signifi-

 cance of this topos lay first of all in the iconographic interrelations of various

 mythic narratives, in which someone becomes enamored of a beautiful female

 figure who falls asleep in the woods, including Ariadne, Antiope, Amymone, and

 Boccaccio's Efigenia, to which he adduced other sleeping figures like Mars (post

 coitum Veneris) and even the drunken Noah or the infant Christ. Second, Meiss

 was concerned to establish the appropriateness of these interlocking narratives

 to the style and temperament of Venetian art in particular. For me, neither ico-

 nography nor style seems the significant indicator. Sleep, particularly as it is fil-

 tered through the Danube inscription, is definitive of the condition of the work

 of art: alive and yet immobile, capable (at least apparently) of psychic activity but

 not of speech, existing in an alternative but parallel world to that of the real-life

 daylight observer. The sleeping work of art is thus paradigmatic of that most

 ancient and universal article of praise for representational images: that they are

 so real they could almost come to life. To wake up would be to come to life. The

 barrier between sleep and waking becomes the experiential equivalent of that

 between art and life.48

 To understand how this operates, let us consider a famous poetic response to

 another statue. The subject is Michelangelo's Night in the Medici Chapel (fig. 4),

 and the first quatrain is the response of a viewer who is not silent:

 La Notte, che tu vedi in si dolci atti

 Dormire, fu da un Angelo scolpita

 In questo sasso: e, perch& dorme, ha vita:
 Destala, se no '1 credi, e parleratti.

 [Night, which you see sleeping in such a lovely attitude was sculpted by
 an Angel (Michelangelo) in this stone; and because she sleeps, she lives.
 Disturb her, if you don't believe it, and she will speak to you.]

 To which the sculptor (and poet) responded, in the voice of his creation:

 Grato mi e il sonno, e piP l'esser di sasso:
 Mentre che il danno e la vergogna dura,

 Non veder, non sentir, m'e gran ventura;

 Pero non mi destar; deh parla basso!
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 [Sleep is pleasing to me, and being made of stone is more so, while injury

 and shame endure. Not to see, not to feel are my good fortune; there-
 fore, don't disturb me, please, speak softly.]49

 Both poets are clearly familiar with the Danube inscription. But Giovanni Battista

 Strozzi, the poet-viewer, does not (or does not wish to) get the point. He under-

 stands that her being-as-art consists in her sleeping, but he is willing to throw it

 away rather blithely just to prove how real she is. Yet as soon as she tells you that

 she has life because she sleeps, she is no longer sleeping and therefore no longer

 alive. Michelangelo uses the occasion for a comment on the restored Medici, but

 he also makes the point that the sleep of the statue is equivalent to its artistic

 perfection and to its independence from the changeable (and politicized) real

 world of the observer.

 There are many different ways for figures in artistic representation to be

 sleeping, not all of which would promote the claim that the observer might be

 dangerous to their sleep or their existence. The gaze that is identified and

 described by the Danube caption is not merely aesthetic; it is erotic. What the

 wayfarer is really being told is noli me tangere-that is, not to intrude on the sacred

 fountain space with a sexuality that is at least voyeuristic and that could be, if

 awakening were possible, carnal. And just as the inscription's injunction to silence

 inspires the wish to speak, so the injunction against a sexual gaze is bound to bring

 FIGURE 4. Michelangelo, Night. Sculpture. New
 Sacristy, Medici Chapel, San Lorenzo, Florence.
 Photo: Alinari/Art Resource, New York.
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 voyeurism into conscious play. But this is one voyeurism that is not merely in the

 eye of the beholder; nor is it merely invented by the caption. Once again, we must

 turn the tables and consider the priority of the statue itself. From at least the

 perspective of those who are, or identify with, heterosexual males (and one of the

 powers of Western high culture has characteristically been to universalize this

 identification),50 the beautiful woman asleep with a notable promise of nudity is

 in herself a perfect object for the voyeur-an object that may be watched with

 impunity. In this sense, one could say that the inscription is generated precisely

 as a guilty response to this pleasure, that is, as a means of contradicting the sup-

 position that the work of art may be viewed as merely a passive pornographic

 object who is unaware of being watched. It is thus no coincidence that our statue's

 gesture has so much in common with sarcophagal representations of Ariadne or

 Rhea Silvia, for they, too, are figures who inspire erotic passion while they sleep.

 As does Endymion. This class of sleeping beauty is not limited to females; the

 beautiful boy has at least as long a history as passive sex object; he is represented

 in this posture not only by the beloved of Selene but also, for those who might

 respond to an even more passive object, the dying Adonis.

 The particular gestures of the Vatican statue refine the problematic of the

 voyeuristic gaze in the fullest way. The paradoxes are a more elaborate form of

 the famous Venus Pudica gesture, which both protects and reveals the goddess's

 genitals.5' The crossed legs of our figure, as well as the extra yardage of mantle

 that covers her genital region, declare noli me tangere at least as loudly as the

 inscription, and in a similar way they generate and focus the desire that they seek

 to suppress. The arm over the head is, to be sure, an ancient icon for sleep, but

 it is also a gesture that frames and sets off beauty-the more so with the left arm

 akimbo on the other side of the face. Judging from the late classical repertoire,

 the gesture has at least as much to do with eros as with sleep, including nude and

 exposed sleeping figures like the famous Barberini faun but also many waking

 figures, like the Apollo Citharoedos, a work of Praxitelean origins known in sev-

 eral versions in the Renaissance, and a considerable number of Pompeiian fig-

 ures, such as a decidedly awake Europa on the bull, a Venus with Mars, and a

 standing Narcissus who is neither sleeping nor dying but rather gazing into the

 pool.52 In all these cases it renders the face as though seen in a mirror, thus con-

 veying the complete self-sufficiency of the figure. That is why Michelangelo's

 Night belongs so absolutely in this tradition: she is conceived as completely bound

 up in herself, as the voice Michelangelo gave her suggests. But these are self-

 sufficiencies that intensify the viewer's desire to break through, whether that

 intrusion is mere eye contact, erotic voyeurism, or carnal desire. Once again, the

 inscription both forbids and defines this breaking through.

 The aesthetic experience rendered and defined as voyeurism and the dra-

 matic situation of an intrusion upon the locus amoenus are in their nature quite

 separate. Indeed nothing about the Vatican figure requires us to imagine her
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 outdoors, let alone in the wilderness. That the Renaissance imagination places

 such a well-dressed and, pace Bober and Rubinstein, peacefully sleeping indi-

 vidual in that setting is another of the paradoxes that surround the experience

 of seeing her. The fact that the Vatican statue was, as it were, dragged to the ultima

 thule of the Danube is prophetic of a fundamental indoor/outdoor problematic in

 all the countless painted figures in landscapes that come to be a ruling icon in

 sixteenth-century, and later, art. Perhaps it is best read retrospectively from Henri

 Rousseau's brilliant version in Le Re've (fig. 5), which depicts a perfectly coiffed,

 though nude, female figure reclining grandly on a Victorian divan in the midst

 of a primeval jungle. It is the incongruity of an elegant beauty relaxing in the

 wilderness that creates the dramatic illusion of surprise, turning the viewer into

 the protagonist of a narrative, like those of the bathing Diana and Susanna, so

 popular in the Renaissance-except that here the performance of voyeurism has

 no mythological mediators like Actaeon or the Elders, and it takes place in the

 ever-present time of the beholder.

 This, then, is visual narrative Renaissance-style. The dramatic action of the

 famous Sleeping Venus begun by Giorgione and finished by Titian (fig. 6), does not

 depend on iconographies traceable back to the mythical life of Venus. It is rather

 a narrative of the figure's indefinable consciousness, her placement in the setting,

 and the inscribed voyeurism of the viewer. She is, of course, closely related to

 Titian's own later Venus of Urbino (fig. 7), where the irony is that the indoor figure

 has been brought back indoors, that the clothing and unclothing are (at least by

 FIGURE 5. Henri Rousseau, The Dream, 19 10.
 Oil on canvas, 6'8?/" x9'9?/". The
 Museum of Modern Art, New York.
 Gift of Nelson A. Rockefeller.
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 FIGURE 6. Giorgione [and Titian], Sleeping Venus.
 Staatliche Kunstsammlungen, Dresden. Photo:
 Alinari/Art Resource, New York.

 FIGURE 7. Titian, Venus of Urbino. Uffizi, Florence. Photo:
 Alinari/Art Resource, New York.

 implication) played out proleptically, and that her eyes are open, so that she par-

 ticipates fully in the narrative of voyeurism. Titian places many reclining females

 in landscapes, or in indoor vistas looking out upon landscapes. Often they have

 highly developed iconographic narratives, such as those concerning Danae and

 the shower of gold or Venus in some allegory of visual and auditory beauty. But

 they always partake of the narrative of voyeuristic surprise that exposes the sacred

 space of the pagan nymph to the modern Christian viewer. Even Titian's most
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 FIGURE 8. Titian, Sacred and Profane Love. Borghese Gallery, Rome.

 Photo: Alinari/Art Resource, New York.

 famous allegory of all (fig. 8)-with two nymphs who are not reclining-plays

 itself out by a sarcophagal fountain and inscribes the complicity of the viewer

 more directly than it could ever embody multiple theories about the Sacred and

 the Profane.53 All these stories and allegories coexist with the visual narrative of

 the viewers who come upon an enigmatic and incongruous beauty exhibiting her-

 self passively before their gaze.

 That which the viewer-voyeur comes upon in the wilderness is, of course, not

 only a beautiful woman but also a beautiful work of art. The context of the

 Danube report, after all, places the statue in the history of works of art rather

 than the history of empires or gods; the anonymous traveler to the East did not

 report that he saw a nymph, he reported that he saw a statue. This may seem an

 obvious point, but it is important because it makes the statue not so much a sec-

 ondary re-presentation of a lost historical event as it is the primary event itself,

 or at least an equivalent example of the object reported on from the East. The

 narrative of this experience of unexpected sight is thus also a re-creation of the

 discovery of antiquity, embodied both in the numinous nature where nymphs

 guard sacred fountains and in the masterful art works which turn up so surpris-

 ingly and incongruously in a real-life wilderness. The installation of the sculpted

 nymph in a garden, or the painting of a reclining figure at a landscape brings the

 statue to life but also defines it as art.

 When we return to history and in particular the history of "Cleopatra," this

 Sachlichkeit of the object as a work of art takes on new significance. From a number

 of sources, the Renaissance well knew the story of Cleopatra's death, which cen-

 tered on the secrecy and exoticism of her means of suicide.54 Through the strat-

 agem of the asp she outwitted Octavius Caesar and prevented herself from being

 taken alive and from enduring the humiliation of appearing in a Roman trium-
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 phal procession as one of the spoils of war. According to Dion Cassius, the

 strategy is only partly successful:

 On the second day [of the triumphs in Rome] the naval victory at Actium was commemo-
 rated, and on the third the subjugation of Egypt.... The Egyptian celebration surpassed
 them all in costliness and magnificence. Among other features, an effigy of Cleopatra upon
 a couch was carried by, so that in a way she, too, together with the other captives and with
 her children, Alexander, called also Helios, and Cleopatra, called also Selene, was a part
 of the spectacle and a trophy in the procession.55

 Plutarch similarly reports that the Egyptian triumph included "an image of Cleo-

 patra herself with the asp clinging to her";56 he goes on to say that in Egypt the
 statues of Antony were torn down after his death but that those of Cleopatra were

 allowed to remain standing.

 A number of responses to the Vatican statue suggest that Renaissance viewers

 at least entertained the hypothesis that this was the very effigy carried in triumph
 in Rome. There is nothing so fanciful in this belief. Renaissance Roman triumphs,

 such as the possesso of Leo X in 1513, made use of the newly discovered ancient
 statues, while the narrative of the ancient triumph gives the recently discovered

 work a perfectly credible provenance. When the work is viewed with this possi-

 bility in mind, its very ontology changes and multiplies. History is made more

 immediate when the work before one's eyes is given a specific purpose and a date,
 so that all the propagandistic equations between emperors and popes repose on

 even surer ground. Yet the fact that the statue is itself a significant piece of history
 tends to destabilize the purity of the propaganda by focusing the viewer's gaze

 not so much on the remote events that the statue represents as on the thing which
 is performing the representation. This is particularly the case since the triumphal

 effigy has a problematized history as representation. Dion Cassius declared that

 the queen was, in effect, present in the effigy, comparable to the way her children
 were literally present in the procession. The force of such a claim in this case is

 as a comment on the great final struggle of Cleopatra's life, which was to avoid
 being exhibited in Rome, a goal for which she killed herself. Indeed so valuable
 was this prize of Cleopatra dead in Egypt rather than alive in Rome that her
 achieving it represents a significant victory over the otherwise all-powerful Octa-
 vius. But if this magnificent statue is to deserve all the time-honored articles of

 praise for artistic verisimilitude, then it precisely defeats the queen's purpose, for
 it renders her alive to her humiliation-particularly when so many poet-viewers

 gave her a prosopopoeic living voice.

 Of the poets who give this statue a voice only Castiglione, in a lengthy dra-

 matic monologue, seems to get beyond the immediate juxtapositions of art and
 history into a larger cultural panorama. His statue-Cleopatra recognizes and
 addresses the observer just as did the Danubian nymph and the speaker in
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 Capodiferro's epigrams. Similarly, Castiglione's speaker clearly is the triumphal

 effigy herself:

 Quod licuisse mihi indignatus perfidus hostis

 saevitiae insanis stimulus exarsit et ira;

 namque triumphali invectus Capitolia curru

 insignes inter titulos gentesque subactas

 exstinctae infelix simulacrum duxit, et amens

 spectaclo explevit crudelia lumina inani.

 Neu longaeva vetustas facti famam aboleret

 aut seris mea sors ignota nepotibus esset,

 effigiem excudi spiranti e marmore iussit

 testari et casus fatum miserabile nostri.

 [My treacherous enemy, outraged that it was permitted to me to die in

 Egypt, burned with anger and the mad goadings of rage, for, in his

 triumphal chariot on the Capitol among the famous captives with their

 labeled titles, he was so unlucky as to have only a simulacrum of me dead

 to lead in his procession. In his frenzy he had to satisfy his cruel desire
 for glory with an empty spectacle. Yet all the ages of the future will not

 cancel the fame of my deeds, nor will my fortune go unknown among

 my later descendants. This statue that he ordered to be hammered out

 of living, breathing marble will bear witness both to my fall and to my
 miserable fate.]58

 Castiglione's Cleopatra attempts to cancel the humiliation of being exhibited in

 Rome by declaring that the emptiness of a mere statue-representation signifies a

 defeat for Augustus. But she transvalues the image of the statue once again so

 that it is not a pale substitute for her own self but a positive force for the memo-

 rialization of her personal history. To be sure, there is a problematic irony that

 goes all the way back to Dion Cassius: if this is the statue-and not the disem-

 bodied queen herself-speaking, then she was in effect present to her humilia-

 tion. But Castiglione's Cleopatra masters this by speaking as a statue in a way she

 could not have spoken as a captive queen. The transformation from infelix simu-

 lacrum to effigiem spiranti e marmore is a transit from instrument of imperial pro-

 paganda to an independent work of art that is judged not by its representational

 utility but by its affective verisimilitude. Castiglione is returning the viewer's gaze

 both to the beauty of the object and to the person of Cleopatra. Such a project

 sits uncomfortably with the claims of power that linked popes and caesars, for

 Castiglione's heroine does not contribute to an imperial celebration of Leo X.59

 Instead Leo is the "Divum genus, aurea sub quo/ Saecula, et antiquae redierunt

 laudis honores" (lines 36-37). Those are the honors of the rediscovered works of

 art themselves, understood as both historical signa and as transhistorical experi-

 ences of beholding.

 I cannot resist adducing a Renaissance Cleopatra more familiar to many than
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 Castiglione's. It is clear that Shakespeare was inspired by the same sources that

 framed the viewpoint of Renaissance Italians toward the Vatican statue; it is also

 clear that he delighted in the paradox of the Egyptian queen who won by losing.

 More grandiose analogies are possible, as well. It is not too far-fetched to see that

 the theater which gives mythic ancient figures a new life in modern language is

 itself a gigantic project of ekphrasis and prosopopoeia, comparable to that which

 puts speeches into the mouths of statues. And Shakespeare's Cleopatra in partic-

 ular exhibits a multi-dimensional character and a resistance to the demands of

 history that may owe their origins to all those verbal inventions inspired by the

 statue's silence. But the more modest parallel I wish to signal is the queen's well-

 known antipathy to being exhibited in Rome. The Vatican statue, when granted

 speech, defines this humiliation as the experience of being an effigy carried in a

 triumphal procession. Shakespeare's heroine defines it differently:

 Saucy lictors

 Will catch at us like strumpets, and scald rhymers

 Ballad us out o' tune. The quick comedians

 Extemporally will stage us, and present

 Our Alexandrian revels: Antony

 Shall be brought drunken forth, and I shall see

 Some squeaking Cleopatra boy my greatness

 I' th' posture of a whore.60

 It has often been pointed out that this vision of a horror sufficient to warrant

 suicide differs only a little from the spectacle that we are currently witnessing,

 including quick comedians, drunken Antony, and a boy actor speaking these very

 lines. The speech offers a virtually Brechtian alienation breaking through the

 illusion of a historical reconstruction and returning us to the act of artistic rep-

 resentation.6' The statue, whether in the Belvedere courtyard or in another play

 that Shakespeare was soon to write,62 will prove its truth by coming to life. But

 life-in this case a celebrated piece of imperial history-must sometimes prove

 its truth by returning the viewer's awareness to the statue, or the audience's aware-

 ness to the actor. What remains when historical narrative has become ambiguous,

 multiple, untranslatable, or overwrought is a set of other narratives between the

 observer and the art object: affective, aesthetic, erotic. These experiences of deci-

 pherment both construct history and collapse it; they take place in the temporali-

 ties both of verbal stories and of the viewer's eye.

 Nor, in the end, are these experiences themselves limited to one historical

 time, as witness two curiously apposite nineteenth-century instances. In 1805

 Thomas Jefferson was given a miniature copy of the Vatican statue, which is still

 to be seen in the entrance hall at Monticello.63 The work itself had become more

 widely diffused through the historicizing propaganda of a new emperor: with the
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 treaty of Tolentino, Napoleon had brought about the transfer of hundreds of

 works of art, mostly ancient, from Italy to the Louvre. James Bowdoin, the Amer-

 ican ambassador to Spain who offered the work to Jefferson, knew the original

 from Paris and named it as Cleopatra; when it arrived at Monticello it was appro-

 priately displayed in conjunction with a model of the pyramid of Cheops. But at

 the same time Jefferson was also acquiring new volumes on ancient art (them-

 selves inspired by the French conquest), which for the first time proposed the

 identification of the figure as Ariadne. By 1816, we hear Jefferson declaring as
 his own personal opinion that the work is really Ariadne (our source, the baron

 de Montlezun, appears unconvinced);64 but by the time of Jefferson's death the

 work is known solely by its new name, the president having helped valorize

 careful modern scholarship.

 Another careful modern scholar, George Eliot, placed these issues of histor-

 ical uncertainty, as we might expect, in a more complicated frame:

 The two figures passed lightly along by the Meleager towards the hall where the reclining

 Ariadne, then called the Cleopatra, lies in the marble voluptuousness of her beauty, the

 drapery folding around her with petal-like ease and tenderness. They [Ladislaw and Nau-

 mann] were just in time to see another figure standing against a pedestal near the reclining

 marble: a breathing blooming girl, whose form, not shamed by the Ariadne, was clad in

 Quakerish grey drapery; her long cloak, fastened at the neck, was thrown backward from

 her arms, and one beautiful ungloved hand pillowed her cheek, pushing somewhat back-

 ward the white beaver bonnet which made a sort of halo to her face around the simply

 braided dark-brown hair. She was not looking at the sculpture, probably not thinking of

 it....

 "What do you think of that for a fine bit of antithesis," said the German, searching in
 his friend's face for responding admiration.... There lies antique beauty, not corpse-

 like even in death, but arrested in the complete contentment of its sensuous perfection:

 and here stands beauty in its breathing life, with the consciousness of Christian centuries
 in its bosom."65

 "Ariadne, then called the Cleopatra": the "correcting" of the name becomes Eliot's

 way of measuring the gap of time between the novel's events and the present

 narration, of separating the mythologizing past from the scientifically accurate

 present. Yet the multiple names authorize a much less fixed set of meanings for

 the beholder's experience. The garrulous beholder Naumann responds in rig-

 orous diachrony, contrasting one period of history to another and proposing to

 make a modern work of art out of the combined experience of beholding ancient

 art and modern life; "antique form animated by Christian sentiment-a sort of

 Christian Antigone," as he tells Ladislaw. We as beholders recognize not only

 antithesis but also identity: the girl herself-Dorothea, of course, and a nonbe-

 holder of the statue-doubles the sculpture, from the Quakerish grey cloak

 which mirrors the marble to the hand under the cheek to the less direct parallels

 of drapery, hair, and halo. (Indeed Dorothea seems to be a sort of upright Cleo-

 patra/Ariadne in more than one sense.) For Ladislaw, the experience of girl,
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 statue, and hypothetical painting turns into the most classic-and combative-of

 meditations on the paragone, here touched erotically and with the sense that the

 object of representation in these debates has been historically gendered. The man

 who, a few hundred pages and one husband later, will wed Dorothea declares:

 And what is a portrait of a woman? Your painting and Plastik are poor stuff after all....

 Language gives a fuller image, which is all the better for being vague. After all, the true
 seeing is within; and painting stares at you with an insistent imperfection. I feel that espe-
 cially about representations of women. As if a woman were a mere coloured superfi-
 cies! ... This woman whom you havejust seen: how would you paint her voice, pray? (222)

 Which is just the question that all those Renaissance beholders of the statue had

 been asking and answering-though not generally by marrying her.

 Notes

 1. The project of cataloguing, documenting, and providing photographs of ancient art

 objects known in the Renaissance was begun by Phyllis Pray Bober in 1947. Duplicate

 materials have been deposited at the New York University Institute of Fine Arts; more

 recently the project is being computerized. For my work I have used, and benefited

 enormously from, the handbook based on this project by Phyllis Pray Bober and Ruth
 Rubinstein, Renaissance Artists and Antique Sculpture (London, 1986).

 2. See ibid., cat. 90. The passage in Nonnos is in the Dionysiaca 47.34-245.
 3. The image consists of a man sleeping on a bed (or possibly dead) and a woman

 revealing part of his body by pulling the covers back. It has been connected with the

 scene of Psyche unveiling the sleeping Cupid in Apuleius' The Golden Ass (5.22) as well

 as with the scene in which Venus makes love with Vulcan in order to coax him into
 forging Aeneas' armor (Virgil Aeneid 8.370-415). See Bober and Rubinstein, Renais-
 sance Artists, cat. 94.

 4. For an excellent account of these varying identifications over the centuries, see Francis

 Haskell and Nicholas Penny, Taste and the Antique (New Haven, 1981), cat. 55 (Marcus

 Aurelius), cat. 78 (Thorn Puller), and cat. 3 (Dioscuri).
 5. The identification of the Arrotino goes back to Leonardo Agostini, Le gemme antiche

 figurate, 2 vols. (Rome, 1659), 2:21-22. For a full account of the range of other iden-
 tifications, see Haskell and Penny, Taste, cat. 11.

 6. See the fine account of these aesthetic principles in J. J. Pollitt, Art in the Hellenistic Age

 (Cambridge, 1986), 127-49.

 7. For a general account of the Torso, see H. H. Brummer, The Statue Court in the Vatican
 Belvedere (Stockholm, 1970), 143-52; Bober and Rubinstein, Renaissance Artists, cat.
 132; and Haskell and Penny, Taste, cat. 80. For arguments demonstrating how the torso

 cannot be Hercules (usually depending on minute definitions of the species of animal
 whose skin is represented), see A. Andr6n, "II torso del Belvedere," Opuscula archaeo-
 logica 7 (1952): 1-45; and G. Saflund, "The Belvedere Torso: An Interpretation,"

 Opuscula romana 11 (1976): 63-84.
 8. See Bober and Rubinstein, Renaissance Artists, cats. 1, 35. Fragmentary works were not
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 the only ones whose gender was uncertain. The bronze Camillus, in perfect condition
 and exhibited very early in the Lateran Collection that had been given to the Capito-
 line Museum in 1471, was known interchangeably through the Renaissance as gipsy

 woman or serving boy. See Haskell and Penny, Taste, cat. 16.

 9. For discussions of different narrative and iconographic possibilities, which go hand in
 hand with different projects for the statue's restoration, see Brummer, Statue Court,

 44-71; and Matthias Winner, "Zum Apoll von Belvedere,"Jahrbuch der Berliner Museen

 10 (1968): 181-99.

 10. While the Imagines of the two Philostratuses and of Callistratus, trans. Arthur Fair-
 banks (Cambridge, Mass., 1979), do not make this distinction explicitly, their whole
 descriptive method depends on intuiting the complex narrative sequences that are
 implied in frozen images. See, for instance, the description in the elder Philostratus
 1.22 of the proleptic long ears on Midas which hint that the story depicted in the
 painting has already been "published abroad among men by the pen"; or in the
 younger Philostratus' description of a Hyacinthus (14) where the positions of Apollo
 and Zephyrus already indicate the future death of Hyacinthus from the discus throw.
 For Murray Krieger, see Ekphrasis: The Illusion of the Natural Sign (Baltimore, 1992).
 Lessing's doctrine of the "single moment of time" is enunciated in Laocoin, chap. 3.
 For Nelson Goodman, see "Twisted Tales; or Story, Study and Symphony," Critical
 Inquiry 7 (1980): 103-19. See also Wendy Steiner, The Colors of Rhetoric: Problems in the
 Relation Between Modern Literature and Painting (Chicago, 1982), 41-48; as well as the
 same author's Pictures of Romance: Form Against Context in Painting and Literature (Chi-
 cago, 1988), 7-42. In these contexts I found particularly suggestive Louis Marin, "To-
 ward a Theory of Reading in the Visual Arts: Poussin's The Arcadian Shepherds," in
 Susan R. Suleiman and Inge Crosman, The Reader in the Text (Princeton, N.J., 1980),
 293-324.

 11. The leading exponent of the logic of narrative is Gerald Prince; see, for instance,
 "Narrativity," in Axia: Davis Symposium on Literary Evaluation, ed. Karl Menges and
 Daniel Rancour-Laferriere (Stuttgart, 1981), 61-86. Compare Roland Barthes's very
 suggestive comments in "An Introduction to the Structural Analysis of Narrative," New
 Literary History 6 (1975): 237-72, about the jagged narrative relations between the
 consecutive and the consequential (248). This article also develops interestingly the
 notion of "my" story versus "yours," or the narrator versus the reader (260-64).

 12. Seymour Chatman, Story and Discourse: Narrative Structure in Fiction and Film (Ithaca,
 N.Y., 1978), 30-3 1. For the Prince examples, see "Narrativity," 61, 72.

 13. This territory is, of course, that of Art and Illusion. But it should be noted that in E. H.
 Gombrich's account the deciphering of narrative plays a decidedly minor role in com-
 parison with the deciphering of rabbits and ducks. The felicitously named "beholder's
 share," which I draw upon for my title, is concerned far more with psychological
 effects of perception than with viewers' recognitions of pre-existing verbal narrative.
 In fact, as Gombrich historicizes the matter, it is the sophisticated nature of Greek
 literary narrative that brings pictorial realism into being-thus, in effect, leaving less
 to viewers' imaginations. On the other hand, Gombrich offers some telling arguments
 about one of the most fundamental constituents of verbal narrative, that is, the
 beholder's involvement in deciphering the emotional state of pictorially represented
 human figures. See, for instance, his account of the theories of Rodolphe Topffer, the
 nineteenth-century inventor of the comic strip, whose treatise on physiognomies
 argues for a complex language of facial expression revealing traits of both personality
 and emotion. But what Gombrich calls "Tdpffer's Law"-the viewer's habit of trans-
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 forming any halfway plausible shape into a human face with a definite expression and
 character-seems in one respect at odds with Topffer himself, who believed in the
 fixity of his physiognomic signs, however much he wished to complicate the pseudo-

 scientific accounts being offered by his phrenological contemporaries (334-42).

 14. "[Timomachus'] raving Ajax and his infanticide Medea were famous paintings, but
 from the descriptions we have of them it is clear that he thoroughly understood and

 was able to combine two things: that point or moment which the beholder not so much
 sees as adds in his imagination, and that appearance which does not seem so transitory
 as to become displeasing through its perpetuation in art"; G. E. Lessing, Laocodn, trans.
 E.A. McCormick (Baltimore, 1984), chap. 3, pp. 20-2 1.

 15. For the complete texts and translations of these important letters, see the superb treat-

 ment by Celia M. Chazelle, "Pictures, Books, and the Illiterate: Pope Gregory I's Let-

 ters to Serenus of Marseilles," Word and Image 6 (1990): 138-52.

 16. Text and translation taken from Leon Battista Alberti, On Painting and on Sculpture,
 trans. Cecil Grayson (London, 1972), 80-83.

 17. See Michael Baxandall, Giotto and the Orators (Oxford, 1971), passim, esp. 85-103.
 18. See, for instance, the description in Ulisse Aldrovandi, Delle statue antiche (Venice,

 1556), reprinted in Lucio Mauro, Le antichit& della citta di Roma (Venice, 1557): "She
 appears to have collapsed and fainted" (117).

 19. The first recorded mention of fountain and inscription is by Michele Ferrarini in a
 manuscript that has been dated ca. 1480: "On the bank of the Danube where there is

 a statue of a nymph sleeping at a pleasant [amoenum] fountain, under the statue is
 this epigram . . . "; Bibliotheque nationale, Paris, lat. 6128, fol. 114r; and Biblioteca
 communale, Reggio, codex 398, fol. 28r. In another early MS (Biblioteca riccardiana,
 Florence, codex 907, fol. 172r) by Bartolommeo Fonte, it is credited to Giovanni
 Antonio Campani, a papal humanist from the time of Pius II, but it is unclear whether

 Fonte is giving Campani credit for finding the inscription or for making it up ("Romae
 recens inventum. Campani est"). I deal with the inscription in detail below (see notes

 29, 30.) For the history of its authentication and de-authentication, see Corpus inscrip-
 tionum latinarum, 16 vols. (Berlin, 1863-1940), 6:5.3e. On this imagined work and its
 diffusion in literary, horticultural, and aesthetic production, see Otto Kurz, "Huius
 Nympha Loci: A Pseudo-Classical Inscription and a Drawing by Diirer,"Journal of the
 Warburg and Courtauld Institutes 16 (1953): 171-77; and Elisabeth B. MacDougall,
 "The Sleeping Nymph: Origins of a Humanist Fountain Type," Art Bulletin 57 (1975):
 357-65.

 20. See C. Huelsen, Rimische Antikengdrten des 16. Jahrhunderts, Abhandlungen der Hei-
 delberger Akademie der Wissenschaften, Philologische-Historische Klasse 4 (1917),
 32, 58; and Walter Amelung, Die Sculpturen des vatikanischen Museums, 2 vols. (Berlin,
 1903-8), 2:82. MacDougall, "Sleeping Nymph," 361-63, traces two particular gardens
 with a sleeping nymph statue and the Danubian inscription, one belonging to Angelo
 Colocci, the other to Hans Goritz. Both men were papal officials beginning in the time
 ofJulius II, and both assembled "academies" of humanists devoted to the muses which
 met in these gardens. Kurz, "Huius Nympha Loci," 172-73, adds many other such
 humanist gardens with statue and inscription, not only in Rome but also in Aquileia,
 Messina, and Palermo.

 21. The first conjecture seems to have been made by Augustin Legrand in a guidebook to
 the antiquities that were ceded to the Louvre after Napoleon negotiated the Treaty of
 Tolentino in 1797. A fuller account is offered by Ennio Quirino Visconti in his guide-
 book to the Museo Pio-Clementino published in 1819, after the antiquities had been
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 returned there. He dismisses Cleopatra on the grounds that the snake is merejewelry.

 He also dismisses Winckelmann's claim that she is a nymph on the grounds that she
 has too many clothes on and that her body is too dignified; nor does her melancholy

 expression suit a nymph (though he concedes that it might suit Cleopatra). Rather he
 offers the identification of Ariadne on Naxos, first for affective reasons-the nobility
 of her garments bespeaks a princess, her dignity conforms to the future apotheosis,
 her sadness is appropriate to her abandonment, etc.; Museo Pio-Clementino (Milan,
 1819), 321. He then goes on to confirm this intuition by reference to a bas-relief
 depicting the arrival of Bacchus on Naxos and to a description of such a work in
 Pausanias, Guide to Greece, book 1, chap. 20.

 22. See, for instance, the grand oval sarcophagus, Bober and Rubinstein, Renaissance Art-
 ists, cat. 80, which includes all that is necessary for an identification of the love scene

 on Naxos-Bacchus, satyrs, maenads, and sleeping female figure, both of whose arms
 are in the same position as those of the Vatican statue. This work was sketched as early
 as 1480 and appears in many of the major drawings collections based on ancient sculp-
 ture. The closest we can come to a Renaissance identification of the Vatican sculpture

 as Ariadne-and it is indeed tantalizing-appears in Titian's Bacchanale of the Andrians.
 The beautiful sleeping female figure in the lower right corner is clearly based on a

 rotated version of our statue; and she seems to have been known from quite early on

 as "Ariadne." The authority for this identification is admittedly convoluted, since there
 is no immediate relation between the daughter of Minos and the narrative of the
 island of Andros with its wine-filled river. Edgar Wind suggested a punning connec-
 tion between Andria and Ariadne in Bellini's Feast of the Gods (Cambridge, Mass., 1948),
 60. There is also the presence in the same Camerino d'Alabastro of Alfonso d'Este of
 Titian's Bacchus and Ariadne. Two relevant sources for that picture-Philostratus Imagi-
 nes 1.15 and Catullus Carmina 64-make references to Ariadne's sleep, so that they
 may have influenced Titian in designing the female figure of the Bacchanale. See
 Harold Wethey, Titian: The Mythological and Historical Paintings (London, 1975), 40,
 151-53. If Titian was identifying the statue with Ariadne, then he was playing the role
 that Renaissance artists often aspired to play: that of learned aesthetic archaeologist.

 23. For the particular sources in Horace, Virgil, Plutarch, and Dion Cassius, see notes 54-
 56 below. As an example of viewers revising the statue to fit the history, consider Al-
 drovandi in his 1550s guidebook, where he both describes the art works and fills in
 something of the commonplace lore concerning their narratives: "Cleopatra was the
 queen of Egypt.... When she was finally vanquished in battle by Augustus Caesar
 along with her lover Marc Antony, in order not to fall into the hands of her enemy
 alive she caused herself to be bitten by an asp under her breast and so died; and it was
 in this act that this likeness was sculpted"; Aldrovandi, Della statue antiche, 117-18. The
 most specific detail of this account-the asp's point of entry-is precisely inaccurate.

 24. See, for instance, the Hendrik Goltzius drawing of the statue at the Teyler Museum,
 the Raphaelesque drawing in the Ashmolean, or the Cavalieri rendering of the later
 Stanza della Cleopatra fountain installation rendered in Antiquarum statuarum urbis
 Romae (Rome, 1574), pl. 6. These are to be found in Brummer, Statue Court, pl. 144,
 143, 216 respectively. In this connection it is worth noting the female portrait bust by
 Pier Jacopo Bonacolsi (called "Antico"), probably made a few years after the Vatican
 installation, which, in place of an inscription on the pedestal, has simply a curving
 snake, demonstrating by a kind of rebus that the figure must be Cleopatra. Indeed
 she seems to share some features of face and coiffure with the Vatican statue, which
 may suggest that Antico was reducing the marble Cleopatra to the essential elements
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 of its identification. On this work, which is in the Boston Museum of Fine Arts

 (64.2174), see Wendy Stedman Sheard, Antiquity in the Renaissance (Northampton,

 Mass., 1978), cat. 68.

 25. Works involving both these subjects with the relevant gesture were known in the
 Renaissance. For Rhea Sylvia see, for instance, the sarcophagus at Palazzo Maffei,

 documented in Hellmut Sichtermann and Guntram Koch, Griechische Mythen auf rimi-
 schen Sarkophagen (Tilbingen, 1975), cat. 71. For Endymion the examples are almost

 innumerable. See Bober and Rubinstein, Renaissance Artists, cat. 26; and Sichtermann

 and Koch, Griechische Mythen, cats. 17, 18. For a further sampling, just in Rome, see

 Wolfgang Helbig, Fiihrer durch die bffentlichen Sammlungen klassischer Altertimer in Rom,
 4 vols. (TUbingen, 1963), cats. 569, 1331, 1406. The two myths are brought together

 on a single sarcophagus (Helbig, ibid., cat. 1005), which is, however, too damaged to

 permit a clear reading of the sleepers' gestures.

 26. The work is, of course, the invaluable Bober and Rubinstein, Renaissance Artists, 113-
 14, and, to be fair, this form of address to the art objects is quite uncharacteristic of
 the volume as a whole. Compare Werner Fuchs, who also steps outside the normal

 realm of technical description: "The figure rests complacent in herself and has no

 need of anyone else. Ariadne sleeps. The viewer knows that she has been abandoned
 by Theseus and awaits the epiphany of the god who has chosen her"; Helbig, Fiihrer,
 cat. 144, 1:110. It appears that for modern art historians, just as for viewers in the

 Renaissance, this statue brings out a particularly intense desire for imaginative com-

 pletion-contradicting Fuchs's claim that she "has no need of anyone else."

 27. The most important of the directly ekphrastic texts are the Imagines of Philostratus
 the Elder, Philostratus the Younger, and Callistratus, mentioned above in note 10.
 Many of the works of Lucian are also ekphrastic and rhetorical, while there are impor-

 tant passages in Cicero (Brutus 70) and Quintilian (Institutio 12.10.1) that use examples
 from the history of art in discussing rhetoric. On connections to the history of art, see

 J.J. Pollitt, The Ancient View of Greek Art (New Haven, 1974), 52-63 and 81-85. The
 definitive treatment, as mentioned earlier (note 17), is Baxandall's Giotto and the Ora-
 tors. On the relations between ekphrasis and the history of art, see Svetlana Leontief

 Alpers, "Ekphrasis and Aesthetic Attitudes in Vasari's Lives," Journal of the Warburg and
 Courtauld Institutes 23 (1960): 190-215.

 28. In a useful iconographic essay, "Ariadne and Others: Images of Sleep in Greek and
 Early Roman Art," Classical Antiquity 4 (1985): 152-92), Sheila McNally allows for
 some possibility of questioning the identity of the Vatican statue, only to deny it via
 tautology: "No later Ariadne appears fully clothed in sleep; the heavy clothing might
 throw some doubt on the identification, but it is essential to this artist's interpretation"

 (172). Physical details that do not fit the predetermined narrative are pressed into
 service as "artist's interpretation."

 29. See above note 19 on the sources of the report. The prose is in my own translation. I
 give the inscription in Alexander Pope's translation, which he included in a letter late
 in his life celebrating his grotto at Twickenham: "It wants nothing to complete it but

 a good statue with an inscription, like that beautiful antique one which you know I am
 so fond of . . ."; cited in Kurz, "Huius Nympha Loci," 176-77.

 30. Cyriacus began his tireless searches for classical remains as early as the 1420s; and

 though he specialized in Greek materials, he also produced the largest collection of
 Latin epigraphy known up to that time. Close connections have been demonstrated
 between Cyriacus and Bartolommeo Fonte, in whose MS (among others) the inscrip-
 tion appeared; and it has also been shown that Ferrarini's work may be traceable
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 directly to Cyriacus. For that argument, see Charles Mitchell, "Felice Feliciano Anti-
 quarius," Proceedings of the British Academy 47 (1961): 197-221. On the whole subject of
 Cyriacus, inscriptions, and their humanist or artistic uses, see Roberto Weiss, The
 Renaissance Discovery of Antiquity (Oxford, 1988), 137-57; and F. Saxl, "The Classical
 Inscription in Renaissance Art and Politics,"Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Insti-
 tutes 4 (1944): 19-46. In case it needs to be said, none of these famous early Renais-
 sance antiquarians seems to have shared our sense of the categorical difference
 between "accurately" recording ancient data and filling in the blanks oneself. Such
 may be the burden of the double-meaning inventus-suggesting both "discovered" and
 "made up"-as it appeared in one of the MSS that records the Danube inscription, for
 which see above, note 19.

 31. See above, note 20. See also David Coffin, Gardens and Gardening in Papal Rome
 (Princeton, N.J., 1991), 33-39.

 32. See the account in E. R. Curtius, European Literature and the Latin Middle Ages (New
 York, 1963), 190-200. Curtius traces the name (at least) of the topos to Virgil's
 repeated use of amoenus to describe the loveliness of nature (Aeneid 5.734, 6.638, 7.30),
 a term which Servius glossed as related to amor: loci amoeni, in other words, become
 not only beautiful places but also places suitable to making love. At the same time, the
 locus amoenus develops into a rhetorical set piece of ekphrastic description, which in
 ancient pastoral lyric or in Virgil's Elysium may remain quite static and not necessarily
 threatened by destructive action. It is the Ovidian tradition that turns the set piece
 into a backdrop for, generally, amorous violence at the same time as it maintains the
 sense of nature's beauty and lushness. As I shall suggest more fully below, the inscrip-
 tion implies the presence of an observer who does threaten this locus amoenus.

 33. The range is clear from titles alone of two of the most important scholarly treatments
 of the Belvedere: E. H. Gombrich, "The Belvedere Garden as a Grove of Venus" in
 Symbolic Images (London, 1972), 104-8; and J. S. Ackerman, "The Belvedere as a Clas-
 sical Villa,"Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes 14 (1951): 70-91. The source
 for the former is Francesco Colonna's Hypnerotomachia Poliphili, while for the latter the
 sources are the letters of Pliny the younger (2.17, 5.6) describing his villas in the
 country, along with the Domus Aurea and the Temple of Fortune at Praeneste. See
 also Brummer, Statue Court, 216-43, who adds further mythical gardens, including
 the Hesperides and the bank of the Ilissus, which forms the setting of Plato's Phaedrus.

 34. This idea, developed less extensively than here, is first proposed by Brummer, Statue
 Court, 171-80.

 35. See Bober and Rubinstein, Renaissance Artists, cat. 62. As they point out, the work they
 illustrate for this entry (also the work illustrated in the present essay) is not the Galli
 statue that Heemskerck drew; see C. Huelsen and H. Egger, Die romischen Skizzenbucher
 von Marten van Heemskerck (Berlin, 1913-16), 1fol. 27r, 1.fol.72r, and p. 16. This work,
 along with several other similar ones, is at present in papal collections, but there is no
 evidence that its presence there dates from the sixteenth century. For a different
 account, see Amelung, Die Sculpturen, 1:848.

 36. There are, of course, many other representations of reclining female figures which
 may be completely independent of the Vatican statue and the Sleeping Nymph. Or
 they may not. One likely point of origin is a reclining nymph of the Hypnerotomachia
 Poliphili, published in 1499, but that itself may be traceable back to the Danubian
 nymph, particularly given the intimate connections between Colonna's work and early
 epigraphy.

 37. The drawing is by Francisco de Hollanda, a Portuguese artist and writer on art who
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 was in Rome between 1538 and 1540 and found his way into the Michelangelo circle.

 According to the drawing, the sarcophagus-despite its center being obliterated by

 an inscription-has been identified as a work still in the Vatican collections (Helbig,

 Fiihrer, cat. 239; Bober and Rubinstein, Renaissance Artists, cat. 160) depicting a victo-

 rious general dispensing clemency to the barbarians. For further details on the

 mechanics of the installation, see Brummer, Statue Court, 155-67, who suggests that
 the fountain was probably prepared in advance of the acquisition of the statue. If this
 conjecture (based on Ackerman, "Belvedere," 44) is true, that would further compli-

 cate the relations between the statue's identities.
 38. Cited in Gombrich, Symbolic Images, 223 n. 28. Pico is an interesting figure: despite his

 attachment to Savonarola he seems to have frequented the humanist circles of the

 Roman Academy; he is also noted for his debate with Bembo on the subject of imita-

 tion. In addition to Gombrich, ibid., 105-7, 176-78; see Harry Caplan, Gianfrancesco
 Pico della Mirandola on the Imagination (Ithaca, N.Y., 1930). Brummer, Statue Court, 227-
 33, argues that Pico may have been less relentlessly anti-pagan, which accords well
 with the conflicting mix of humanism and fundamentalism in his response to the
 Belvedere. The letter to Giraldi was published along with the poem in Rome in 1513;

 a Strasbourg edition of the same year includes a different letter that mentions only

 the Venus Felix, which it dismisses in more conventional terms as one of those "muti-

 lated, broken images" (Gombrich, Symbolic Images, 223 n. 33) that demonstrates the

 brokenness of pagan culture.

 39. Judging from Guy Tervarent, "L'Origine des fontaines anthropomorphes," Acadgmie

 royale de Belgique: Bulletin de la classe des Beaux-Arts 38 (1956): 122-29; and W. Deonna,

 "La Femme aux seinsjaillissants et l'enfant 'mingens,"' Genava, n.s. 6 (1958): 239-96,
 the Renaissance loved to construct fountains of the female body as imitations of

 antique models, when in fact there is little evidence (apart from one disputed passage
 in Pausanias Guide to Greece 9.34.4) that there were any such fountains in antiquity.
 The connection to the aqueducts is somewhat puzzling; most probably it originates in

 Pliny's extensive discussion (Natural History 36.121-23) of the system of pools, tanks,

 fountains, columns, and statues that Agrippa constructed when he joined the Aqua
 Virgine to the Aqua Appia. See also Coffin, Gardens, 28-57.

 40. The best overview is Charles L. Stinger, The Renaissance in Rome (Bloomington, Ind.,

 1985), 235-91. On the Belvedere in particular, see Ackerman, "Belvedere," 137.
 41. Ovid uses it repeatedly, especially in metaphoric contexts, e.g., Narcissus, who is

 described as "e Pario formatum marmore signum" (a statue formed out of Parian
 marble; Metamorphoses 3.419). It continues to figure in humanist Latin of the Renais-
 sance, as in Lorenzo Valla's definitional example: "Moreover signa are said to refer to
 works that are sculpted or cast in metal or in other such modes manufactured after

 the likeness of living things" (Elegentiarum libri vi 4.115; reprinted in Baxandall, Giotto
 and the Orators, 173).

 42. Paul de Man, Rhetoric of Romanticism (New York, 1984), 75-76.
 43. Citation is to The Winter's Tale, the New Arden Edition, ed. J. H. P. Pafford (London,

 1963), 5.3.37-38.
 44. For these I follow Brummer's transcriptions (Statue Court, 221-22) from Vatican

 Library, Rome, vat. lat. 10377, with some corrections. But see also HubertJanitschek,
 "Ein Hofpoet Leo's X: Uber Ktinstler und Kunstwerke," Repertorium fur Kunstwissen-
 schaft 3 (1880): 52-60.

 45. Alberti, On Painting, 83.
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 46. I do not mean to suggest that life in the Belvedere, or other Renaissance courtly gar-

 dens, necessarily involved a free and equal exchange between the forces of political
 power and those of aesthetic retirement. To the extent that the staging of this oppo-

 sition is achieved courtesy of the pope, it is his power that authorizes individuals to

 feel (temporarily) liberated from that power.

 47. Millard Meiss, "Sleep in Venice: Ancient Myths and Renaissance Proclivities," Papers

 of the American Philosophical Society 110, no. 5 (1966): 348-82.

 48. It has also been suggested to me that this condition of consciousness-in-sleep may be
 associated with dream; in fact, the various arm gestures of these reclining females may

 also be iconographically connected with the depiction of a dreaming figure.

 49. This exchange is first recorded by Giorgio Vasari; see Vite, ed. Gaetano Milanesi, 9

 vols. (Florence, 1906), 7:197.
 50. The gendering of the gaze is one of the most complex and lively topics in the current

 discourse concerning the beholder-especially in regard to film and popular culture.
 In dealing with the remoter past, at least, it seems to me important to remember that

 the definition offered by a dominant group of what counts as a sexual or voyeuristic

 object has a considerable force in mediating the desire of those who, by some essen-
 tialist view of their gender or sexual orientation, might have elected different objects

 if left to their own devices. Two essays that seem to me to recognize these problematics

 are E. Ann Kaplan, "Is the Gaze Male?," in Powers of Desire: The Politics of Sexuality, ed.
 Ann Snitow, Christine Stansell, and Sharon Thompson (London, 1984), 309-27; and
 Mary D. Garrard, "Artemisia and Susanna," in Feminism and Art History, ed., Norma

 Broude and Garrard (New York, 1982), 146-7 1.
 51. Edgar Wind speaks of the gesture in its classical form (also in Botticelli's Birth of Venus)

 as expressing "the dual nature of love, both sensuous and chaste"; Pagan Mysteries in
 the Renaissance (Harmondsworth, Eng., 1967), 131.

 52. On the gesture as embodiment of deep sleep, see the summary of examples in Harry
 Murutes, "Personifications of Laughter and Drunken Sleep in Titian's 'Andrians,"'

 Burlington Magazine 115 (1973): 518-22. David Summers has suggested to me that the
 gesture comes from ancient typologies in which it figures various metaphoric forms
 of sleep or death. On the Apollo Citharoedos, see Bober and Rubinstein, Renaissance
 Artists, cat. 35; on the Barberini Faun, see Haskell and Penny, Taste, cat. 33. For some

 examples from Pompeii, see Domenico Rea, Pompei e la sua pittura (Novara, It., 1981),
 63-64. See also McNally, cited in note 28.

 53. From the enormous bibliography of iconographic readings of all these works, I cite-
 for their canonical status-Erwin Panofsky, Problems in Titian (New York, 1969), 109-
 71; and Wind, Pagan Mysteries, 141-51. For an anti-iconographic view quite different
 from these, and from mine, see Charles Hope, Titian (London, 1980).

 54. The principal sources would have been Horace Odes 1.37, which celebrates the bold-
 ness and nobility of her suicide by snake-poison; Plutarch's Life of Antony, which
 describes the death and subsequent events in Rome in great detail; Dion Cassius'
 Roman History, book 51, from which I quote below; and Virgil Aeneid 8.685-723, which
 recounts an ekphrasis of the scenes on Aeneas' shield including the Battle of Actium
 and the triumphs that follow.

 55. Citation is to Dio's Roman History, trans. Earnest Cary (Cambridge, Mass., 1955), 51.21.
 56. Citation is to Plutarch's Lives, trans. Bernadotte Perrin (London, 1950), Life of Antony

 76.3.

 57. See the chronicle of this event by Giovanni Giacopo Penni, which records the trium-
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 phal arch erected by the della Valle family including the installation of some seven
 newly discovered ancient statues; reprinted in Phyllis Bober, Drawings after the Antique
 by Amico Aspertini (London, 1957), 48. See also Stinger, Renaissance in Rome, 55-57.

 58. Citation is from Renaissance Latin Verse, ed. Alessandro Perosa and John Sparrow
 (Chapel Hill, N.C., 1975), 193-95. Translation is mine.

 59. Nor, it must be said, was an imperial claim nearly so much a part of Leo's propaganda
 as it had been of Julius's. See Stinger, Renaissance in Rome, passim, esp. 246-47.

 60. Citation is to Antony and Cleopatra, New Arden Edition, ed. M. R. Ridley (Cambridge,
 Mass., 1956), 5.2.214-21.

 61. Caesar's parting description of Cleopatra-"she looks like sleep, / As she would catch
 another Antony/ In her strong toil of grace" (5.2.344-46)-offers another indicator
 of the extraordinary, if untraceable, link between Shakespeare's Cleopatra and the
 sleeping statue and sleeping nymph that we have traced here.

 62. Like Antony and Cleopatra, The Winter's Tale offers an almost uncanny re-playing of the
 aesthetic issues that I have raised in this essay. In this case the strange crux of "Giulio
 Romano," who is credited with sculpting Hermione (herself presumably never actually
 a statue), adds another mysterious piece of what might loosely be called evidence for
 the proposition that Shakespeare may have been somehow familiar with writings that
 described the Italian art scene. Conceivably the connection may have been Castiglione,
 who not only wrote the poem on the statue of Cleopatra but who also introduced in
 the Courtier another artist named Giancristoforo Romano, who argues for sculpture over
 painting; The Book of the Courtier, trans. Thomas Hoby (London, 1928), 97. (There is
 the additional fact that Castiglione was closely associated in his lifetime with Giulio
 Romano.) See D. E. Baughan, "Shakespeare's Confusion of the Two Romanos,"Journal
 of English and Germanic Philology 36 (1937): 35-39; and Leonard Barkan, "'Living
 Sculptures': Ovid, Michelangelo, and The Winter's Tale," English Literary History 48
 (1981): 639-67.

 63. I am grateful to Lucia C. Stanton, Director of Research at Monticello, for providing
 me with the full documentation for this object. The published sources relative to Jef-
 ferson's scholarship include E. Millicent Sowerby, Catalogue of the Library of Thomas Jef-
 ferson, 5 vols. (Charlottesville, Va., 1952), 4:394; and William Bainter O'Neal,Jefferson's
 Fine Arts Library (Charlottesville, Va., 1976), 193-94.

 64. A letter of 20 September 1816, reprinted in J. M. Carriere and L. G. Moffatt, "A
 Frenchman Visits Albemarle, 1816," Papers of the Albemarle County Historical Society 4

 (1943-44): 48-50.
 65. Citation is to George Eliot, Middlemarch, ed. W.J. Harvey (Harmondsworth, Eng.,

 1966), 219-20.
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